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ABSTRACT PAGE
After 1783, far-flung American Loyalists across the globe shared a common 
identity, having endured many of the same hardships during the Revolutionary War and 
subsequent exile. Refugee families maintained connections in exile, and property 
owners entrusted powers of attorney to agents back in America. Loyalists built a 
commercial network on the back of these connections, conducting trade decades into the 
future. With economic incentives, overseas correspondence between Loyalists endured. 
Through a newly constructed trade network— or trade diaspora— Loyalists self-identified 
with each other, rather than the host countries they lived in. These trade connections 
allowed Loyalists to become part of a somewhat stateless social group, above nation or 
empire.
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INTRODUCTION -  A LOYALIST TRADE DIASPORA
Half a century after the United States achieved independence, two Loyalist 
hold-outs from Boston “scorned the idea of.. .being classed among the citoyennes 
of a republic.” Sisters Catherine and Mary Byles “gloried,—they triumphed, in 
the firm adherence of their father and his family to the royalty of England.”1 In 
the 1830s, while Bostonians rediscovered their revolutionary past in events like 
the Boston Tea Party, these two sisters openly resisted loyalty to the new nation.
In the absence of the most ardent opposition (exiled to other parts of the British 
empire), Americans took the righteousness of the independence movement for 
granted. They celebrated veterans like the aging George Hewes, an impecunious 
shoemaker who cast tea into Boston’s harbor that fateful night. The Byleses 
challenged that raucous Revolutionary tradition. They maintained their home like 
“a kind of Loyalist museum with themselves as the chief exhibits,” displaying 
royal portraits, publicly berating Yankees in front of republican guests, and 
serving “loyal tea.”3 After 1783, the sisters counted themselves among the
1 Miss Leslie, “The Daughters o f Dr. Byles: A Sketch of Reality,” Graham’s L ady’s and 
Gentleman’s Magazine (1841-1842) 20, no. 1 (January 1842), 61-65, no. 2 (February 1842), 114- 
118, esp. 114.
2 See: Alfred F. Young, The Shoemaker and the Tea Party: Memory and the American Revolution 
(Boston, Mass., 1999).
3 Wallace Brown, The K ing’s Friends: The Composition and Motives o f  the American Loyalist 
Claimants (Providence, R.I., 1965), 41-42; Leslie, “Daughters o f Dr. Byles,” Graham’s L ady’s 
and Gentleman’s Magazine (February 1842), 114-118, esp. 115.
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estimated 400,000 steadfast Loyalists remaining in America.4 In the words of one 
American exile, these Loyalists remained “sincerely attached to the British 
interest during the late rebellion, tho’ they did not take arms.”5 Silently disdainful 
of the young republic, many Loyalist families maintained their attachment to 
British jurisprudence.
The audaciousness of the Byles sisters set them apart. Miss Leslie, a 
visitor to the Byles home, attributed their loyalty to isolation and stubbornness. 
“Had they not persisted in shutting their eyes,” she argued, “they must have seen 
everything flourishing around them.”6 In their glory days, the sisters walked upon 
Boston Common “arm in arm with General Howe and Lord Percy.” During the 
1775 siege of Boston, their family entertained the British in their Nassau Street 
home. Miss Leslie believed, “all that had transpired in the literary and political 
world since the peace of ’83, was to them indistinct and shadowy as the images of 
a dream not worth remembering.”7 This description of the curious sisters and 
their quaintness resonated in the cultural memory of American citizens. The 
Byles sisters even inspired Nathaniel Hawthorne’s The House o f the Seven Gables 
and his tormented character, Hepzibah Pyncheon, an old woman bewildered by 
“fantasies of the old time.”8 Bostonians treated these living relics of the
4 Robert McCluer Calhoon, The Loyalists in Revolutionary America, 1760-1781 (New York,
1973), ix.
5 Hugh Finlay to Evan Nepean, April 4, 1788, in Harold Adams Innis and Arthur Reginald 
Marsden Lower, eds., Select Documents in Canadian Economic History, 2 vols. (Philadelphia, Pa., 
1977), 2:13-14.
6 Leslie, “Daughters o f Dr. Byles,” Graham’s L ady’s and Gentleman’s Magazine (February 1842), 
114-118, esp. 118.
7 Leslie, “Daughters o f Dr. Byles,” Graham’s L ady’s and Gentleman’s Magazine (February 1842), 
114-118, esp. 115.
8 John R. Byers, Jr., “The House o f  the Seven Gables and ‘The Daughters o f Dr. Byles’: A 
Probable Source,” in Publications o f the Modern Language Association o f  America, 89, no. 1
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revolution as local curiosities. The few surviving Loyalists of 1830s Boston 
chose “to say as little about it as possible.” Nobody asked them “questions on a 
subject so sore for them.”9 But the presence of the Byles sisters and silenced 
Loyalists presents historians with a question. Should we consider the Byleses as 
cultural anomalies? Or, do they somehow shed light upon the thousands of 
Loyalists living in America who kept their opinions to themselves? If strong 
Loyalist sentiments persisted decades after the war, then the more important 
question becomes: why?
Alienated by their politics and antipathy for the American government, 
Loyalists remaining in the United States persevered under local opposition. 
During the war, many wives and children suffered isolation and house arrest 
while their husbands fled to the British lines or languished in prison. Many 
families could not protect their property from confiscation, even after the war’s 
end. Returning to Boston in 1785, merchant Martin Gay observed “many Crimes 
and high misdemeanors” laid to his charge: “I find my present Enemies in this 
large and Mighty State are many both of a publick and private Character... I 
conceive the scene I have to go through will be very Disagreeable and 
Mortifying.”10 Loyalists like the Byles sisters endured great hardships living in 
the American Republic, but how did the Loyalist exiles fair?
(January 1974), 174-177. Nathaniel Hawthorne, The House o f the Seven Gables (Boston, 1922), 
66 .
9 Leslie, “Daughters of Dr. Byles,” Graham’s L ady’s and Gentleman’s Magazine (February 1842), 
114-118, esp. 114.
10 Martin Gay to William Allan, September 13,1785, Gay-Otis Collection, Rare Book and 
Manuscript Library, Columbia University (hereafter CU).
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Many refugees emigrating to the British isles, the Canadian Maritimes, or 
the West Indies found themselves aliens in foreign lands or targets of English 
nativist prejudice. Surrounded by unsympathetic New Englanders in Annapolis 
Royal, Nova Scotia, Stephen Skinner remarked: “the people in general inclined to 
favor the Americans or in other words, are Rebells.”11 Loyalist exiles in the West 
Indies had similar experiences. Once relocated to the Bahamas, Paul Hamilton, a 
South Carolinian planter of substantial means, lived “sometimes half starved and 
famine staring” in “a state of poverty and obscurity.”12 Yet, refugees in the 
British colonies and those remaining in America were not alone in feeling out of 
place in an alien country. Natives Britons received Loyalist refugees coldly and 
blamed them for their association with Americans, regardless of their loyalty.13 
Faced with local opposition, most Loyalists maintained a strong attachment to 
their native land in America. Writing over a decade after his exile to England, 
Henry Cruger remarked, “my Heart still cleaves to New York.”14 Whether left 
behind in America or exiled abroad, a great number of Loyalists suffered terrible 
opposition, prejudice, and hardship. Patrick McNiff compared the Loyalists’ 
condition in Nova Scotia to a state of slavery: “so little regard is paid to our 
loyalty or past services, but from all appearance every measure is taken to reduce 
us to the state of a conquered people... [is this] a reward for our fidelity and
11 Stephen Skinner, Letterbook, August 1, 1783 -  September 19, 1783, Misc. MSS., New York 
Historical Society (hereafter NYHS).
12 Memorial o f Paul Hamilton in “Commission o f Enquiry into the Losses and Services of 
American Loyalists, Transcripts, American Loyalists Collection, 1777-1790,” 74 vols., 
Manuscripts and Archives Division, New York Public Library (hereafter NYPL), vol. 56, fol. 5.
13 See: Mary Beth Norton, The British-Americans; the Loyalist Exiles in England, 1774-1789 
(Boston: Little Brown, 1972).
14 Henry Cruger, Jr. to Peter Van Schaack, September 19, 1788, Misc. MSS., Cruger, Henry Jr. 
Letters, Manuscript Collections, NYHS.
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loyalty?”15 The British command needed Loyalists during the war effort, but 
postwar conditions challenged the empire’s beneficence. Historian William H. 
Nelson observed that their loyalty became “woefully depreciated in value, worth 
less in some ways than that Continental currency they had scorned.”16 Exiled 
abroad or alienated in their native land, American Loyalists found themselves 
stigmatized, often failing to find solidarity with their neighbors.
Strong sentiments persisted decades after the war, because shared 
experiences of conflict, hardship, and loss common to most Loyalists led them to 
maintain connections—connections ultimately resulting in a new trade diaspora. 
Best described as an interrelated social and trade network of individuals or 
commercial communities, this “trade diaspora” linked together Loyalists’ 
families, loyal friends, and trade connections scattered across the globe. In 
particular, trade partnerships forged the most durable links between Loyalists, 
serving as constant reminders of their shared connections and past hardships. 
Bostonians like Miss Leslie believed Catherine and Mary Byles resisted 
assimilation by shutting themselves off from the world, ignoring all around them. 
The idiosyncratic sisters actually sent King William IV a letter assuring him of 
their continued loyalty following his accession to the throne in 1830.17 
Regardless of their former connection to the king fifty years earlier when he was a 
midshipman in the Royal Navy, this apparent act of hubris would seem to 
illustrate Leslie’s point. Yet, a rich body of letters reveals a social network
15 Patrick McNiff, quoted in Catherine Crary, The Price o f  Loyalty: Tory Writings from the 
Revolutionary Era (New York, 1973), 423-425, esp. 424.
16 William H. Nelson, The American Tory (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1961), 165.
17 Leslie, “Daughters of Dr. Byles,” Graham’s L ady’s and Gentleman’s Magazine (February 
1842), 114-118, esp. 118.
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between the Byleses and their exiled relations abroad. A Loyalist trade diaspora, 
exclusive of both the British empire or the United States, clarifies the relationship 
of many Loyalists working to overcome their postwar hardships.
This study draws upon diaries, letters, and other personal correspondence 
between Loyalists in America and parts of the British empire after the 1783 
Treaty of Paris. Where applicable, political pamphlets, legislative minutes, and 
newspapers inform and flesh out the political and social environment of the 
various regions of Loyalist settlement. The secondary sources used in this study 
cover three historiographic bodies of literature. The genre of “Loyalist studies” 
highlights past research on the topic of Loyalist unity or disunity. Transatlantic 
trade or Atlantic studies ground the Loyalist trading experience and contextualize 
social networks in a transatlantic world. Lastly, diaspora studies engage questions 
of transnational identity and underscore how other historians have constructed 
diaspora narratives.
Despite their common wartime travails, Loyalists had considerably varied 
experiences. Some residing in the United States cast aside their Loyalist identity 
and became Federalists, notably the lawyer, Peter Van Schaack. Those Loyalists 
in Upper Canada settled in an area virtually free of previous white settlements, 
making their communities somewhat homogenous, though not without difficulty 
or distress. This study contrasts those Loyalists primarily engaged in commercial 
ventures and overseas correspondence with those who put down roots and 
engaged themselves in local politics. By contrasting two different modes of 
survival—resistance versus assimilation—a pattern of durable social connections
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emerges. Neither wholly British nor wholly American, many Loyalists traded 
amongst themselves, ultimately forming an international trade network. Loyalists 
entering into this trade diaspora became part of an identifiably stateless social 
group, concerned primarily with mitigating their wartime business or property 
losses.
The first part of this study analyzes shared Loyalist hardships as reflected 
within the historiography. Trends in Loyalist studies include biographies or 
genealogies, regional studies, or studies on provincial military units. Typically, 
narratives focus on loyalism within their postwar settlements, rather than 
highlighting their connections to Loyalists abroad. The trade diaspora paradigm 
helps to explain anomalies in the literature and discrepancies in traditional 
narratives. Primary sources further reflect the experiences of Loyalists 
throughout the world. The second section explores how Loyalists attempted to 
preserve property in America or gain property within the British colonies. 
Attempts to save or recover property from confiscation led to continued 
correspondence, whether through family members remaining in America or 
through agents with the power of attorney. Loyalists traded personal tales and 
stories from newsprint, contributing to a shared perspective shared throughout the 
world. Families maintained connections in exile and property owners entrusted 
powers of attorney to agents back in America. They built a commercial network 
on the back of these connections, conducting trade decades into the future. With 
economic incentives, overseas correspondence between Loyalists endured.
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The trade section of this study examines how economic connections 
solidified bonds between Loyalists living in far-flung regions of the globe. 
Atlantic studies inform this analysis and illustrate how such connections helped 
built trust between families. Contrasted against Loyalists who cut their economic 
ties, this kind of trade activity reveals enduring familial connections. Through a 
newly constructed trade network—or trade diaspora—Loyalists self-identified 
with each other, rather than the host countries they lived in. The final section 
explores why Loyalists became part of a somewhat stateless, but distinct social 
group apart from United States citizens or British nationalists. Once they 
established an independent social identity, American Loyalists reserved their 
loyalty for commercial interests.
HISTORIOGRAPHY: LOYALISTS AND DIASPORA
Historians have stmggled for the right narrative framework to interpret the 
Loyalist experience. With few exceptions, the vast majority of Loyalist studies 
fall into one of three categories. Biographical or ideological studies center on the 
careers of single individuals or seek proof of Loyalist conservatism in contrast to 
Patriotic radicalism.18 Loyalist military histories focus on the service of 
provincial regiments or particular officers during the war. Lastly, case studies 
highlight regional loyalty in cities or states during the war, or patterns of postwar
18 Notable examples include: Calhoon, Loyalists in Revolutionary America', Bernard Bailyn, The 
Ordeal o f Thomas Hutchinson (Cambridge, Mass., 1974); John E. Ferling, The Loyalist Mind: 
Joseph Galloway and the American Revolution (University Park, Pa., 1979); and Brown, The 
King's Friends.
settlement.19 Historians often classify loyalism in opposition to the forward 
progress of whiggism. Alternatively, sympathetic histories either relate their 
wartime victimization or praise their pioneering in Canada. These Loyalist 
studies form a genre of sorts, independent of more celebratory accounts of the 
American Revolution. Considering the vagaries of Loyalist emigration to 
different parts of the globe, from the West Indies to Nova Scotia, it comes as no 
surprise that unifying histories are not easily forthcoming.
From a novel Atlantic history approach, Keith Mason analyzed how the 
Loyalist exiles reconfigured the British Atlantic system. Even during the war, 
British administrators began to realize that the plight of Loyalist refugees 
necessitated permanent settlements outside the thirteen states in rebellion. From 
Quebec, Governor-General Frederick Haldimand began surveying land for grants 
in Upper Canada. Loyalist refugees likewise flocked to British-controlled East 
and West Florida before the Treaty of Paris. After the Peace of 1783, Loyalists in 
the Floridas uprooted once more, rather than living under Spanish rule as 
mandated by the treaty. Many settled in the Bahamas or Jamaica, taking their 
slaves or recent freedmen with them. Loyalists in New York City and 
Charlestown, in particular, evacuated in droves for other parts of British America. 
Fearing retribution once the Patriot forces reclaimed New York City, Joshua
19 This body of literature provides the most useful material for serious scholars. Rather than being 
antiquarian, many o f these case studies have wider implications for the American Revolution and 
early Republic period. For example: Neil MacKinnon, This Unfriendly Soil: The Loyalist 
Experience in Nova Scotia, 1783-1791 (Kingston, Ontario, 1989); or Ann Gorman Condon, The 
Envy o f the American States: The Loyalist Dream fo r  New Brunswick (Fredericton, New  
Brunswick, 1984).
20 Keith Mason, “The American Loyalist Diaspora and the Reconfiguration of the British Atlantic 
World,” in Empire and the Nation: The American Revolution in the Atlantic World, Eliga H. 
Gould and Peter S. Onuf, eds. (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2005), 239-259.
9
7 1Upham wrote in 1782, “Every body, all the world, moves on to Nova Scotia.” 
Sparsely populated before 1783, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Upper Canada, 
and the Bahamas surged with Loyalist emigrants, even creating boomtowns like 
Annapolis Royal in the process. Mason argues that these shifts in demographics 
and the loss of the American trade completely altered the course of British 
international trade in the late eighteenth century. Though providing an astute 
summation of the British postwar trade network, Keith Mason’s narrative 
excludes the Loyalists remaining in America. Consequently, when he describes 
an “Atlantic diaspora” of Loyalists, he only considers those bounded by the 
British empire.22 Therefore, American trade becomes important only by its 
exclusion, at least until Jay’s Treaty of 1793.
David Armitage suggested the British Empire as a useful category for 
analysis of Anglo-American colonies. Atlanticist narrative frameworks primarily 
stress connections across the greater Atlantic world, rather than imperial or
23colonial connections, which Armitage argues hold great historical import. 
Following his lead, Maya Jasanoff details the Loyalist story through the lens of 
empire in her article, “The Other Side of Revolution: Loyalists in the British 
Empire.”24 Jasanoff s Loyalists act as participants in empire, exercising their
21 Joshua Upham to Edward Winslow, August 21, 1783, in William Odber Raymond, ed., Winslow 
Papers, A.D. 1776-1826 (Boston, 1972), 124.
22 Mason, “The American Loyalist Diaspora and the Reconfiguration of the British Atlantic 
World,” 239-259.
23 David Armitage, “Greater Britain: A Useful Category o f Historical Analysis?” The American 
Historical Review, 104, no. 2 (1999), 427-445.
24 Maya Jasanoff, “The Other Side o f Revolution: Loyalists in the British Empire,” William and 
Mary Quarterly (hereafter WMQ) 65, (April 2008), 205-232. For other studies from an imperial 
perspective, see: Vincent T. Harlow, The Founding o f  the Second British Empire, 1763-1793 
(London: Longmans, Green, 1952); and Alfred LeRoy Burt, The Evolution o f  the British Empire 
and Commonwealth, from the American Revolution (Boston: Heath, 1956).
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agency in local and imperial politics. Taking a global perspective, she argues, 
“the existence and extent of the loyalists’ empire-wide diaspora call attention to 
the widening networks of war, commerce, culture, peoples, and opportunities that 
linked the colonies to one another as well as to Britain.”25 These internal imperial 
connections mask the durable postwar trade connections between Loyalists exiles 
and their connections in the United States. Robin Cohen describes imperial 
diasporas or dominion diasporas, which perhaps best describe the Loyalists’ 
situation within the British empire, as characterized by Mason and Jasanoff. 
According to Cohen, ties cemented “the relationship between the British at home 
and their dominion-diaspora abroad” from the empire’s inception to modem 
times. These links strengthened by “kinship, economic interdependence and 
preferential trade arrangements, by sport, by visits and tourism, and by the 
solidarity wrought by the sharing of arms.”26 Empire narratives exclude the great 
number of Loyalists tenaciously forging a living in the United States. In an era of 
flexible national identities and widespread international migration, a significant 
part of the Loyalist story becomes lost between the cracks of nation or empire.
As an exiled and dispersed population, diaspora aptly describes the 
postwar situation of the American Loyalists.27 Families scattered across the
25 Jasanoff, “The Other Side o f Revolution,” 205-232, esp. 231.
26 Robin Cohen, Global Diasporas: An Introduction (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 
1997), 75.
27 Philip Curtin was the first historian to coin the term “trade diaspora” to describe a 
geographically dispersed group of people who continued to trade with each other in a complex 
network o f communities. See Philip Curtin, Cross Cultural Trade in World History (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Publishing, 1984). Enlarging upon this idea in his book, Global Diasporas: 
An Introduction, Robin Cohen clarified ambiguities in the diaspora literature, specifically 
identifying broad types, including “trade diasporas” and “victim diasporas”, such as African 
American slaves or Armenian merchants.” See: Nicholas Van Hear, New Diasporas: The Mass 
Exodus, Dispersal and Regrouping o f  Migrant Communities (Seattle: University of Washington
11
Atlantic world and beyond. Some remained in the United States and others 
relocating in the British Isles, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Jamaica, the 
Bahamas, British Guiana, India, and a number of far-flung cities throughout the 
world. Such widely dispersed connections laid the roots of international trade. 
Mason and Jasanoff both constructed narratives consistent with the traditional 
definition of a diaspora—namely characterized by a people dispersed from their 
native homelands.28 Yet, inclusion of United States Loyalists who became aliens 
in their own country helps illustrate the interconnectedness of Loyalists 
throughout the world. The silent voice of postwar commerce, Loyalist merchants 
remaining in America typically get lumped together with American business 
interests in economic histories. No historian has ever attempted to disentangle 
postwar Loyalist business interests, masked behind growing nationalist 
movements. Historians tend to dismiss those “not committed enough” to uproot, 
creating a false dichotomy between British subjects and American citizens, 
potentially clashing with their own self-identities.
Press). For early modem trade diasporas, see Aslanian, Sebouh, “Trade Diaspora versus Colonial 
State: Armenian Merchants, the English East India Company, and the High Court o f Admiralty in 
London, 1748-1752,” Diaspora 13, no. 1 (2004); and also Daviken Studnicki-Gizbert’s book, 
which traces Portuguese maritime trade networks in the Age of Exploration, and is illustrative o f a 
“parallel state” without physical boundaries: Studnicki-Gizbert, A Nation upon the Ocean Sea: 
Portugal’s Atlantic Diaspora and the Crisis o f  the Spanish Empire, 1492-1640 (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2007).
28 The dictionary definition of a diaspora only includes the scattered population, but within the 
historiography o f trade diasporas, inclusion of those remaining in the parent country doesn’t seem 
to violate any definitions. The young republic was perhaps more jarring for Loyalists remaining in 
America than for those who returned to Britain, as they too were exposed to a new postwar world.
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LOYALIST HARDSHIPS: “Striking horrors o f nakedness and famine”
To go—or not to go—is that the question?
Whether ‘tis best to trust the inclement sky 
That scowls indignant oe’r the dreary Bay 
Of Fundy and Cape Sable’s rock and shoals,
And seek our new domains in Scotia wilds,
Barren and bare; or stay among the rebels,
And by our stay, rouse up their keenest rage.. ,29
—The Tory’s Soliloquy, 1783
On March 17, 1776, Major General William Howe evacuated Boston with 
the British army under his command. The navy transports included 667 women 
attached to the King’s troops and 553 children most likely fathered during their 
years in Boston. Panic and confusion plagued the city since the evacuation order 
went out. Henry Hulton, a former government commissioner observed, “All 
hurry and bustle in the town, every one packing up and shipping off their 
Effects.”30 Thousands of Loyalist refugees fled to the wharves, but only the lucky 
few boarded Royal Navy transports. Eleven hundred Loyalists evacuated that 
day, most by way of civilian merchant vessels. With little space, Hulton 
reluctantly abandoned his “furniture, books, china, and other valuables on the 
wharf,” as countless others likely did.31 Of eight Anglican ministers in Boston, 
five chose to evacuate with the British. Ministers from all other denominations 
remained, including Mather Byles, Congregationalist minister and father of 
Catherine and Mary Byles.32 Due to the former respect Boston held for him, 
Mather had the good fortune of enduring house arrest, rather than prison. A
29 Anonymous, “The Tory’s Soliloquy,” The New York Morning Post, November 7, 1783.
30 Henry Hulton, March 6, 1776, Journal, December 2, 1775 -  March 8, 1776, Henry Hulton 
Letterbooks, Houghton Library, Harvard University.
31 David Edward Maas, The Return o f  the Massachusetts Loyalists (New York, 1989), 342-43.
32 Maas, Return o f  the Massachusetts Loyalists, 179.
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clever poet and tory pundit, he called the sentry posted at his door, an “observe-a- 
tory.” Impoverished and disgraced, he died in 1788, after passing on his distaste 
of the republic to his daughters.33 While Mather Byles risked staying in rebel- 
controlled Boston, thousands of American Loyalists sought the protection of 
British forces, leaving friends, family, and property behind, rather than risk 
legalized persecution by patriotic—or vengeful—Americans loyal to Congress. 
Seeking new lives in foreign lands, tens of thousands of Loyalists preferred exile 
to life within the thirteen rebellious states before the war’s end.
In 1783, American Loyalists faced the difficulty of emigration. Sarah 
Winslow perhaps best summarized their dilemma. “Our fate seems now decreed, 
and we are left to moum out our days in Wretchedness,” she argued, no other 
“recourse for millions, but to submit to the tyranny of exulting enemies—or settle 
a new country ... What is to become of us, God only can tell.” Winslow found 
the injustice of their situation hard to bear. “Was there ever an instance,” she asks, 
“where such a number of the best of human beings were deserted by the 
Government they have sacrificed their all for?”34 Years of hardship made their 
quandary all the more difficult. Many wives went years without seeing their 
husbands. If the patriots did not imprison them, then the British needed them to 
fight in provincial regiments. Either way, many children missed their fathers, and 
many mothers missed their sons.
The Loyalists’ wartime experience deeply struck at the center of families. 
On May 9, 1775, a company of Vermont soldiers captured Philip Skene’s elderly
33 Brown, The K ing’s Friends, 41.
34 Sarah Winslow to Benjamin Marston, April 10, 1783, in Raymond, ed., Winslow Papers, 78-79.
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sister and children from their “peaceful dwelling.” An “armed escort,” obliged 
them “to perform a Journey of near 200 miles... with scarce a change of apparel 
and exposed to every insult and mortification from a licentious people by whom 
they were surrounded and threatened repeatedly.”35 Committees of Safety in 
every rebellious state imprisoned multiple suspected Loyalists, leaving their wives 
and children to fend for themselves. Some British generals preferred Loyalists to 
leave their families behind, thereby giving them some inducement to join 
provincial regiments and contribute to the war effort. Ann Bemet Peters, wife of 
John Peters commanding the Queen’s Loyal Rangers, witnessed her family’s 
property “seiz’d, Confiscated,” and herself “outlawed.”36 She traveled “with her 
young Children in her Arms in deep Snow and Rain” in January of 1777, arriving 
at Fort Ticonderoga “almost dead.” The family eventually joined John Peters in 
St. Johns, Quebec. Upon news that her husband and eldest son had died, Ann 
stated, “I have Six Sons left who, as soon as they shall be able to bear Arms, I will 
send against the Rebels, while I and my Daughter will mourn for the Dead and 
pray for the living.”37 Fortunately, Peters survived the Battle of Bennington. He 
praised the Loyalists of Burgoyne’s army and the men under his command. These 
Loyalists, he argued, “had Courage to leave their Wives and Children, their 
Friends and Property and turn Soldiers and go in the forefront of all his Army to 
receive the first Blows of the Enimy and be Guardians to each Wing and Rear.”
He further added that “the loyal Provincials under his Command were killed ten
35 Memorial o f Philip Skene, 1787, quoted in Crary, The Price o f  Loyalty, 37.
36 “A Narrative of John Peters,” quoted in Crary, The Price o f Loyalty, 304-306, esp. 304.
37 “A Narrative of John Peters,” quoted in Crary, The Price o f Loyalty, 304-306, esp. 306.
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to one of the royal Army”—no small sacrifice.38 Loyalists in the Carolinas or 
other theatres of the war endured similar struggles.
If suspected of loyalty to Great Britain, Americans risked imprisonment. 
Patriot officials from New York and Connecticut sent suspected Loyalists to 
Newgate prison, an abandoned copper mine in Simsbury, Connecticut. Guards 
lowered prisoners through a vertical mine shaft, to live in a space of near perfect 
darkness. Loyalist and Reverend Samuel Peters described the prison: “In a few 
months the prisoners are released by death and the colony rejoices in her great
-2Q , t *humanity, and the mildness of her laws.” For lack of food provisions, Loyalists
in many other prisoners throughout America languished or died. Fighting and 
warfare aside, all these hardships came before the exile.
On May 29, 1783, thousands of Loyalist emigres disembarked from 
transport vessels before they sailed away. One Loyalist woman described her 
experience: “I watched the sails disappear in the distance, and such a feeling of 
sadness came over me that though I did not shed a tear through all the war, I sat 
down on the damp moss with my baby on my lap and cried bitterly.”40 Many men 
experienced a similar sense of loss. The original inhabitants of New Brunswick 
and Nova Scotia made their settlement all the more difficult, as many of them 
sided with the rebel element of New Englanders. In 1786, Edward Winslow 
remarked that Loyalists had “experienced every possible injury from the old 
inhabitants of Nova Scotia, who are even more disaffected towards the British
38 John Peters, December 9, 1779, in The Price o f  Loyalty, 307-309, esp. 309.
39 Samuel Peters, “The Catacomb of Connecticut,” in Crary, The Price o f  Loyalty, 217.
40 North Callahan, Flight from the Republic: The Tories o f  the American Revolution (Indianapolis, 
1967), 42.
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Government than any of the new States ever were.”41 With such local opposition, 
the exiles increasingly relied upon each other.
Upon their settlement, refugees also had to cope with abject poverty. With 
their property confiscated and many possessions lost during their exile, Loyalists 
had to live in “miserable habitations” and “wretched hovels,” some “starved into 
skeletons for want of provisions.”42 In Annapolis Royal, Nova Scotia, Reverend 
Jacob Bailey witnessed many families “confined to a single apartment, built with 
sods, where men, women, children, pigs, fowls, fleas, bugs, mosquitos, and other 
domestic insects, mingle in society.” 43 At least forty of these humble dwellings 
dotted the landscape outside Annapolis. In the city, “the most striking horrors of 
nakedness and famine” greeted each new group of refugees pouring, with few 
provisions available at any price. “Multitudes of people, who formerly lived in 
affluence,” Bailey observed, were then “destitute of a morsel of bread,” and the 
remaining refugees “reduced to a very scanty allowance.”44 Writing from Halifax 
in 1783, Edward Winslow could not believe the “variety of wretchedness” among 
the multitude, including “old crippled Refugees, men and women who have seen 
better days”45 Ill-provisioned and unused to a life of toil, most emigres pined for 
their former lives. Loyalists in the West Indies did not fair much better.
When news of the Treaty of Paris arrived in St. Augustine, Florida, the 
Loyalists who fled there could not believe the territory would soon belong to
41 Edward Winslow to Ward Chipman, April 26, 1786, in Raymond, ed., Winslow Papers, 337.
42 William S. Bartlet, ed., The Frontier Missionary: A Memoir o f  the Life o f  the Rev. Jacob Bailey, 
A.M. (Boston, 1853), 127.
43 Bartlet, ed., Frontier Missionary, 216.
44 Bartlet, ed., Frontier Missionary, 127.
45 Edward Winslow to Mrs. Winslow, September 25, 1783, in Raymond, ed., Winslow Papers,
233.
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Spain. Writing in 1783, John Tatnall described the “severest shock our feelings 
have ever had to struggle with, deserted as we are by our King, banished by our 
Country.” After enduring a “Torrent of Adversity” and “Trials of Patience and 
Difficulty,” the Loyalist refugees in Florida would have to become refugees once 
more.46 Real estate prices plummeted, and families scrambled to transport what 
belongings they could to different parts of the British Caribbean. Tatnall 
emigrated to the Bahamas. Others sought refuge in Jamaica. Before moving her 
family from St. Augustine to Kingston in 1786, Elizabeth Johnston lamented, “the 
war never occasioned half the distress which this peace has done, to the 
unfortunate Loyalists.”47 Her family uprooted again, moving to Scotland before 
eventually settling in Nova Scotia, over twenty years since the beginning of their 
odyssey. In the Bahamas, Governor John Maxwell described the Loyalist emigres 
in Nassau as “the most tormenting disatisfied [sic] people on earth.” Exasperated, 
he wrote, “nothing can satisfy these people ... plunged in the Torrent of Misery 
and Dispair by the Parliament of Great Britain.”48 Loyalist refugees everywhere 
relied upon the charity of others for survival. Under such adverse circumstances, 
many lost hope.
In the boomtown of Shelburne, Nova Scotia, “men, unaccustomed to toil, 
looked with dismay towards a future which seemed hopeless.” A child growing
46 John M. Tatnall to John Street, May 30, 1783 and July 4, 1783, Colonial Office Series, UK 
National Archives, CO 23/26, fol. 483.
47 Elizabeth Johnston to William Martin Johnston, Apr. 20, 1783, in Elizabeth Lichtenstein 
Johnston, Recollections o f  a Georgia Loyalist (New  York, 1901), 211.
48 John Maxwell to Lord Sydney, May 12, 1784, New Providence, Colonial Office Series, UK 
National Archives, C.O. 23/26, fols. 103-104; quoted in Michael Craton and Gail Saunders, 
Islanders in the Stream: A History o f  the Bahamian People, Vol. 1. From Aboriginal Times to the 
End o f  Slavery (Athens, Ga., 1999), 179.
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up in Shelburne to a Loyalist family recalled, “strong, proud men wept like 
children, and lay down in their snow-bound tents to die.”49 Before emigrating to 
Canada in 1783, Sarah Winslow had written, “in all our former sufferings we had 
hope ... being deprived of that is too much.”50 Her observation proved all too 
true for many Loyalists in Canada. The widow, Polly Dibblee, testified that her 
husband cut his throat, rendering her miseries “Compleat in this World.” Unable 
to bear the “Calamatous Situation” in Nova Scotia, he preferred suicide to 
continued suffering. Dibblee concluded that “poverty had expelled Friendship 
and Charity from the human Heart” in Nova Scotia.51 Hardships endured during 
the war and after their exile united Loyalists together with a shared sense of 
identity.
In her book, The Loyalist Dream for New Brunswick, Ann Gorman 
Condon argues that “common personal plight” united Loyalist leaders, providing 
a basis for community. Impoverished, land grants in Canada provided 
opportunities to Loyalists who did not believe the Treaty of Paris would restore 
their American property to them. “Underscoring this common base of material 
self-interest,” Condon argues, “was the mutual anxiety which these men felt as 
they contemplated the future.”52 Their circumstances united them, hastening the 
creation and organization of a colonial government in New Brunswick. Condon 
argues that material and ideological demands inspired Loyalists to make the
49 T. Watson Smith, “The Loyalists at Shelburne,” in Collections o f the Nova Scotia Historical 
Society fo r  the Year 1887-88, vol. 6 (Halifax, 1888), 53-90, esp. 66.
50 Sarah Winslow to Benjamin Marston, April 10, 1783, in Raymond, ed., Winslow Papers, 78-79.
51 Memorial o f Polly Dibblee, in American Loyalists Claims, Series I, Audit Office Papers, UK 
National Archives, A.O. 12/24, fol. 838.
52 Condon, The Loyalist Dream fo r  New Brunswick, 39-43, esp. 40.
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colony “the envy of American states.”53 Edward Winslow, among others, wished 
to make New Brunswick a shining example of British jurisprudence and 
conservative social institutions. Winslow’s pioneering spirit exceeded many of 
his fellow Loyalists. Whenever Loyalist refugees could gather together in 
significant enough numbers in a community, misery and hardship united them. 
Yet, these same travails linked them to Loyalists remaining in America, who 
suffered through the war with them. Loyalist unity in the global diaspora 
extended to the four hundred thousand still residing in America. William Bayard 
Sr., a former Loyalist merchant, perhaps best expresses the sentiment. Writing in 
1794, he wrote, “no man alive loves nor wishes better, to his Darling Native 
Country than I do.”54 His story exemplifies Loyalist connections traversing 
nation and empire.
New York landowner, William Bayard, Sr., counted himself among that 
number of Loyalists driven from the United States into exile. When the war’s 
hostilities first began, he could claim his status as one of the wealthiest merchants 
in the greater New York City area: “I dare appeal to the... Testimony of many 
other of the Kings Servants of high Rank who will know the happy condition I 
lived in before those Troubles commenced.”55 Realistically an “independently 
wealthy gentleman” and a merchant only in name, he derived his wealth 
primarily from loans and rent collected from his extensive estates in Norwalk, 
Connecticut; Greenwich Village, New York City; and Hoobock Ferry and
53 Edward Winslow, quoted in Condon, The Loyalist Dream for New Brunswick, 174.
54 William Bayard, [Sr.] to John Jay, June 29, 1794, John Jay Papers, Box 4, Folder 31, Rare Book 
and Manuscript Library, CU.
55 Memorial o f William Bayard, [Sr.], 12 November 1778, Bayard-Campbell-Pearsall Collection, 
Box 1, Folder 2, Manuscripts and Archives Division, NYPL.
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Weehawken, Orange County, New Jersey.56 He had good reason to be attached to 
his native home, as his family found peace and a successful business enterprise in
j
America. After representing New York to the King in protest against the Sugar 
Act in 1770, Bayard wrote “that he was one of his Majesty’s best Subjects, but 
that no favours his Majesty could confer on him, would bribe him to sell the 
Interest of his Country.”57 Ironically, Bayard was a descendent of Huguenots 
forced into exile from France and as a thorough American and Whig, he could not 
have known that he too would soon after become an exile of his native land.
PRESERVING PROPERTY: “The Law is silent in respect to Treaty or British 
Debts”
But now we see the proud Usurpers’ aim:
Tho’ Liberty’s dear name is heard each hour,
The poor man’s property and good man’s fame 
Alike are victims to their lawless pow’r.58
—J. C., “An Irregular Ode to Peace, ” 1778
In 1776, Bayard exposed himself to “perilous Streights and Risks to Join 
the Kings Forces the very day after they first took Possession” of Manhattan.59 
Fearing for his family’s safety, Bayard sent them away to take refuge aboard the 
HMS Phoenix, while he returned to his property, risking capture by the American 
forces patrolling the area in early 1776. “I was long a Fugitive [apart] from my 
own Family, contending fourteen weeks with unspeakable hardships in a dubious
56 Edward Countryman, “The Uses o f Capital in Revolutionary America: The Case of the New 
York Loyalist Merchants,” WMQ 49, no. 1 (Jan., 1992): 3-28; Peter J. Mitham, “Samuel Vetch 
Bayard (1757-1832): Loyalist and Methodist,” Nova Scotia Historical Review , 15, no. 1, (Spring 
1995), 94.
57 Mitham, “Samuel Vetch Bayard (1757-1832): A Loyalist in Transition,” Loyalist Gazette, 37, 
no.l (Spring 1999), 13.
58 J[ames] C[ampbell], “An Irregular Ode to Peace,” Pennsylvania Ledger, March 14, 1778.
59 William Bayard to Anonymous, 12 November 1778, Bayard-Campbell-Pearsall Collection, Box 
1, Folder 2, NYPL.
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concealment. And often in Bams, Lofts, Hovels, Swamps and Forests suffering 
every conceivable anxiety of mind, as well as hunger and Cold.” As he 
approached the British army’s encampment, the sentry must have mistaken him 
for a pauper, as he was “in the Disguise and Habbit” of a slave.60 In 1776, 
William Bayard, Sr. received permission from Lieutenant-General Sir William 
Howe to raise the King’s Orange Rangers, a battalion of provincial soldiers, many 
of whom were tenants of his land in Orange County, New Jersey. His son, John 
Bayard was lieutenant colonel commanding the regiment, and another son,
Samuel Vetch Bayard was made a captain and promoted to major before war’s 
end.61 Their service in the British provincial forces prevented them from returning 
to America after 1783, but William Bayard, Jr. was spared the stigma of loyalism, 
being only fifteen when his family first fled New York. With the greatest amount 
of his lands in America confiscated by the war’s end, Col. Bayard resettled in 
England, leaving his son, William Bayard, Jr., behind. Maj. Samuel Bayard chose 
to settle in Wilmot, Nova Scotia and another brother, Stephen Bayard, settled in 
India. Little did they know that their family’s attempts to preserve property 
would end in an international trade network.
On the third of September 1783, delegates of Britain and the United 
States signed a treaty ending the war that had divided them for eight long years. 
When news of peace arrived in the former thirteen colonies, it was celebrated as
60 William Bayard to Anonymous, 12 November 1778, Bayard-Campbell-Pearsall Collection, Box 
1, Folder 2, NYPL.
61 Gregory Palmer and Lorenzo Sabine, Biographical Sketches o f Loyalists o f  the American 
Revolution (Westport, Conn.: Meckler, 1984), 51-52. For more on the regiment, see John G.
Leefe, “History o f the Royal Provincial Regiment: King’s Orange Rangers, 1776-1789,” 
<http://www.kingsorangerangers.org/leefe_kor_history_noted.doc>, accessed April 20, 2010.
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an end to the hostilities between these two great countries and “between the 
subjects of the one and the citizens of the other.”62 Unfortunately for Loyalist 
Americans, a document signed in Europe would not immediately bring about an 
end to local conflict. Property confiscations continued in many states, even after 
1783. Many Loyalists determined to stay in America and seek political protection 
for their rights and property. The elder Bayard’s estates in Connecticut and New 
Jersey were confiscated, but his property within the British occupied territory of 
New York remained protected from forfeiture, serving as the headquarters for
/ ' i
German Lieutenant-General von Lossberg for much of the war. After returning 
to England with his family in 1783, Col. William Bayard estimated his losses at 
£65,274. His estates in Orange County and Hoobock Ferry alone totaled 5,406 
acres.64 Of his five sons, only William Bayard, Jr. remained behind in America, 
living in New York City. An American citizen at least in name, William stayed 
behind in an attempt to protect the family’s remaining property.
In his book, Global Diasporas, Robin Cohen argues that cohesive 
diasporas function when they meet three criteria: “diasporas need (a) opportunity 
structures like an enhanced means of communication and a permissive legal and 
political environment; (b) mobilizing practices. .. and (c) frames that allude to 
ideas like ‘roots’ and ‘home’ and the importance of memory in history.” The last 
of these, Cohen argues, “feed into the collective imagination of the group
62 Article 7, Treaty o f Paris, 1783, International Treaties and Related Records, 1778-1974, General 
Records of the United States Government, Record Group 11, National Archives.
63 Historical Manuscripts Commission, Report on American Manuscripts, III: 162, 165.
64 A.O. 12/20, fol. 130; A.O. 12/109, fol. 84; Palmer and Sabine, Biographical Sketches o f  
Loyalists, 52.
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concerned.”65 Clearly, the travails of Loyalist emigres like Bayard and those 
remaining in America fulfill this last requirement. The exiled Loyalists looked at 
America as their home, regardless of what they thought of current politics or their 
own precarious situation. As for opportunity structures, exiles relied upon family 
remaining behind to supply them with up-to-date news that could affect their 
properties. Legally, Loyalists either claimed American citizenship or protection 
under the Treaty of Paris to reclaim their property. Either way, their goal 
remained the same: to preserve property and a means of survival. Additionally, 
those Loyalists who fled with their families often signed over power of attorney to 
friends in America to protect their assets from confiscation. Such financial 
arrangements occurred so frequently that acting as an “agent” for Loyalist exiles 
became commonplace—almost a job.
During the war, Goldsbrow Banyar, a Loyalist by principle, managed to 
evade the oath of allegiance to the United States with the help of twelve reputable 
compurgators or character witnesses. Through careful legal sleuthing, he 
managed to save his property from confiscation.66 After the war, he made 
something of a career out of doing the same for his exiled friends. As agent with 
the power of attorney, Banyar exchanged news clippings with his Loyalist clients 
and kept them apprised of changing state laws. In 1785, he wrote, “Some of the 
unhappy sufferers are probably possessed of the Act [regarding British debts].
The Documents [granting him power of attorney] may be necessary to be
65 Cohen, Global Diasporas, 13.
66 Crary, The Price o f  Loyalty, 158-59.
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transmitted at all Events.”67 The work of family members or agents like 
Goldsbrow Banyar provided the “permissive legal and political environment” 
described by Cohen that solidified connections between Loyalists within America 
or without.
Throughout history, families developed stratagems to protect their 
property from domestic conflicts. During the Jacobite uprisings of 1715 and 
1745, for instance, “it was not unusual for a son and a father often to affect to take 
opposite sides, in order that the estate, happen what might, should be preserved to 
the family; and this was considered as consulting the general good of the clan.”68 
Even the notorious patriot Benjamin Franklin and his son, the outspoken Loyalist 
William Franklin, managed to exchange property in 1785 despite their conflicting 
public personas and apparent personal coolness toward each other.69 Rather than 
being divided by national loyalties (much unlike the Franklins), Col. Bayard 
professed of his son years later, “there is no Love Lost us in all his letters to 
me.”70 William Bayard, Jr. succeeded in preserving the family’s remaining 
property from confiscation.
In a 1784 pamphlet entitled, A Letter from Phocion to the Considerate 
Citizens o f  New York, Alexander Hamilton rose to defend the interests of New
67 [Goldsbrow Banyar] to Stephen Payne Galwey, Esquire. 4 July 1785, Goldsbrow Banyar 
Papers, Box 6, Manuscript Collections, NYHS.
68 [Katherine Byerley] Thompson, Memoirs o f  the Jacobites o f 1715 and 1745, vol. 1 (London: 
Richard Bentley, 1845), 337.
69 Sheila L. Skemp, Benjamin and William Franklin: Father and Son, Patriot and Loyalist, 
(Boston: Bedford Books, 1994), 150-51. It is worth noting that, upon his return to Britain, 
William Franklin (and his father) were accused o f supporting both sides of the war. Some studies 
are suggestive o f this hypothesis; see: Cecil B. Currey, Code Number 72: Ben Franklin; Patriot 
Or Spy? (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1972).
70 William Bayard, [Sr.] to John Jay, June 29, 1794, John Jay Papers, Box 4, Folder 31, CU.
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York Loyalists, citing an obligation to honor the Treaty of Paris.71 Each state 
sought to interpret the articles of the treaty differently, and Hamilton recognized 
the inherent danger in refusing it. He advocated its acceptance, stating, “should it 
be said that they may receive protection without being admitted to a full 
enjoyment of the privileges of citizens, this must be either matter of right under 
treaty, or matter of grace in the government.”72 New York eventually repealed its 
banishment acts, and most states quickly followed suit. News spread rapidly 
throughout the Loyalist diaspora.73 From his exile in London, Loyalist Peter Van 
Schaack was informed that the “Discriminating Law wch. has been long 
depending in the two Houses hath at length been cast out and a law past 
permitting the return of those who were excluded this state by what was called the 
banishing law.”74 With the protection of the 1783 treaty, many Loyalists felt free 
to return to their native land.
During the peace negotiations, Lord Shelburne realized that liberal 
treatment towards the United States would give him leverage against France and 
Spain, who stood to lose substantially from British naval victories.75 One can 
only imagine the conflict of interests, as Loyalists clamored for the restoration of 
their property, debts, and business interests, and the representatives of the
71 [Alexander Hamilton], A Letter from  Phocion to the Considerate Citizens ofNew-York On the 
Politics o f  the Day (New York, Printed by Samuel Loudon, 1784).
72 [Hamilton], A Letter from Phocion, 9.
73 Aslanian Sebouh suggests that a privately funded system of commercial mail is a necessary 
“technique” by which an early-modern trade diaspora can maintain its transnational interests: 
“Trade Diaspora versus Colonial State,” 38.
74 Gerard Walter to Peter Van Schaack, May 3, 1784, Nicholas Low Papers, Folder A, folio no. 2, 
Manuscript Collections, NYHS.
75 See last chapter of: Piers Mackesy, The War fo r  America, 1775-1783 (Cambridge: Harvard 
University Press, 1964).
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Congress of the Confederation expressed their inability to give express directives 
to the thirteen states as codified under the Articles of Confederation. In the final 
language of the treaty, Congress need only “recommend” Article five “to the 
legislatures of the respective states to provide for the restitution of all estates, 
rights, and properties, which have been confiscated belonging to real British 
subjects.”76 The provisions of Articles four and six guaranteeing the collection of 
debts and an end to land confiscations contained no loose language. The 
Loyalists had gained a small victory for their business interests, but enforcing the 
treaty proved another obstacle altogether.
Writing to Alexander Hamilton, Robert R. Livingston stated that many 
opposed the treaty from “a blind spirit of revenge and resentment but in some it is 
the most sordid interest. One wishes to possess the house of some wretched Tory, 
another fears him as a rival in his trade or commerce and a fourth wishes to get rid 
of his debts.”77 Congress fiercely debated whether to approve the treaty, but each 
state legislature likewise had to do the same. Where Congress had previously 
been more or less united in its revolutionary cause, the 1783 treaty evoked great 
dissension. Loyalists on both sides of the Atlantic waited with anxiety. Citing the 
treaty, Jonathan Mallet remarked from London: “As a British Officer, I should 
conceive myself entitled to a free recovery of my just Debts in America, and that 
the Laws made to cut of the Interest due on Bonds, &c. .. .ought not to affect Me, 
unless all Debts due to British Subjects are in the same Predicament, which I am
76 Article 5, Treaty of Paris, 1783, National Archives.
77 Robert R. Livingston to Alexander Hamilton, August 30, 1783, Harold Coffin Syrett and Jacob 
Ernest Cooke, eds., The Papers o f  Alexander Hamilton, Vol. Ill (New York: Columbia University 
Press, 1961), 434-35.
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told is not the Case.. .”78 Judging the political atmosphere in 1785 New York, 
Goldsbrow Banyar wrote to a Loyalist London correspondent, “the Law is silent
7Qin respect to Treaty or British Debts.”
The pamphlet written by Alexander Hamilton under the pseudonym 
“Phocion” outlined several principle arguments for following the treaty to the 
letter, especially a need to retain the business and capital of Loyalists, rather than 
lose them to Canada. As a defense attorney, Hamilton defended Loyalist Joshua 
Waddington against a piece of legislation called the Trespass Act in a civil suit 
with “Mrs. Elizabeth Rutgers”.80 The monumental case, Rutgers vs. Waddington 
determined that the Trespass Act was illegal according to the terms of the Treaty 
of Paris—a clear federalist precedent as early as 1784. Loyalists kept tabs on the 
changing situation, passing news overseas. Overjoyed, one Loyalist in London 
forwarded a newspaper clipping containing an “Extract of a letter from New 
York, April 19” that begins: “On Friday last the United States in Congress 
assembled, passed a Resolution, recommending it to the different States to repeal 
all Laws, now in force, which are inconsistent with the Treaty of Peace between 
the United States of America and the King of Great-Britain.”81
Much like Goldsbrow Banyar and other “agents”, Collin McGregor was 
entrusted with managing the estates of several Loyalist correspondents in exile. 
Realizing the value of his overseas connections, McGregor began formulating
78 J[onathan] Mallet to Robert Watts, June 1, 1785, Robert Watts Papers, Manuscript Collections, 
NYHS.
79 [Goldsbrow Banyar] to Stephen Payne Galwey, 4 July 1785, Banyar Papers, Box 6, NYHS.
80 Charles Grove Haines, The Conflict Cher Judicial Powers in the United States to 1870 (New  
York: Columbia University, 1909), 24. *
81 Stephen Payne Galwey to Goldsbrow Banyar, June 27, 1787, Banyar Papers, Box 6, NYHS.
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schemes for international trade. “Accounts favorable from [Port Roseway, Nova 
Scotia] daily arrive, and a number of Traders who have gone from hence have 
done well, articles of all kinds high and money plenty—Can a Merchant wish for 
more?”82 He accordingly wrote his London correspondent, John Mackenzie to 
proffer a partnership: “A Store in Virga. under my management, another at 
Albany if it appears worth prosecuting, and you to remain here for the purpose of 
supplying both, I think is a most elligible plan.”83 Nearly every Loyalist could 
name a friend or relation who had settled in Nova Scotia, the West Indies, or 
Canada. Adjusting to life abroad, exiled Loyalists pined for their friends, family, 
and former lives in their native home. Like Col. Bayard, many Loyalist exiles 
lost the means of their livelihood, losing the property or businesses that supported 
them and finding only temporary employment serving in provincial regiments or 
government posts supporting the war effort.84 Yet, from the ashes of their min, 
they found opportunity in trade. Initially a means of protecting property, these 
international connections laid the groundwork for future business. Trade 
functioned as the mobilizing practice by which dispersed Loyalists formed a 
durable and cohesive network. The Loyalist trade diaspora thereby forged its 
foundation on property interests.
82 Collin McGregor to Anonymous, [ca. January 1784], Collin McGregor, Letterbook, 1783-1789, 
Acct Bks Bal F-4, Manuscript and Archives Division, NYPL.
83 Collin McGregor to John Mackenzie, January 22, 1784, Collin McGregor, Letterbook, 1783- 
1789, NYPL.
84 For issues regarding Bayard’s attempt to receive pay as Colonel o f the King’s Orange Rangers, 
see Historical Manuscripts Commission, Report on American Manuscripts in the Royal Institution 
o f  Great Britain (London: Mackie & Co., 1904-09), I: 375, III: 32, 239.
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TRADE OPPORTUNITIES: “enjoyment of the trade...free from every 
restraint”
Sore sigh’d the mother, for her babes afraid;
And anxious for herself the blooming maid;
The merchant trembl’d for his crouded store;
Q r
One dreadful pause, and all perhaps is gore.
—Jonathan Odell, New Brunswick
Initially, the stigma of loyalism cast a shadow of suspicion over most 
merchants, making transatlantic business difficult. Under the 1783 treaty, the 
Congress of the Confederation was obligated to “earnestly recommend” to the 
thirteen colonies, a revision of current laws “so as to render the said laws or acts 
perfectly consistent not only with justice and equity but with that spirit of 
conciliation which on the return of the blessings of peace should universally 
prevail.”86 Unfortunately for Loyalist business dealings, a revision of laws was 
slow to develop. Collin McGregor, a New York Loyalist, remarked, “The violent 
resolves of the good folks of this State have drove off many thousands of worthy 
people, some of them with heavy purses, and this place is become the most 
deserted I ever saw.”87
Once a family of prominent landowners, the Bayards shifted their focus to 
international commerce, typifying those merchants who became part of a postwar 
Loyalist trade diaspora. Col. Bayard and his family once considered themselves 
both Americans and British subjects, but were denied the first geographically and 
the other sentimentally. They ultimately became loyal to business interests,
85 Cynthia Dubin Edelberg, Jonathan Odell, Loyalist Poet o f the American Revolution (Durham. 
N.C., 1987), 105.
86 Article 5, Treaty o f Paris, 1783, National Archives.
87 Collin McGregor to Charles Buchan, January 22, 1784, Collin McGregor, Letterbook, 1783- 
1789, NYPL.
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joining a host of other Loyalist merchants who regarded international law as a 
nuisance. Distinguished among Loyalist families because of their wealth and 
influence, the Bayard family had more assets to draw upon than average. Before 
forging an overseas business agreement, one Loyalist remaining in New York 
wryly remarked, “I observe what you say regarding matters of trade ... and I most 
heartily should have liked something in that way if the scatter’d situation of my 
own matters had permitted me; but I find myself yet as liable to [endure] the 
hardship of this unfriendly world as ever.”88 The paper currency problem made 
trade prohibitive, compounding the losses of Loyalists. Compensation for 
property losses alleviated the situation somewhat and provided families with a 
means to enter into business. Government pensions actually contributed to class 
differentiation in impoverished regions of the Loyalist diaspora, whether in Nova 
Scotia, Jamaica, or England.89 Therefore, pensions and relief aid helped an 
unequal number of Loyalists to engage in trade.
Forging new trade connections often began on a small scale with the help 
of family members abroad, often among members of the middle class. James 
Parker was a Loyalist merchant owning property in North Carolina and Virginia 
who served throughout the war before being captured by the French. He was 
shipwrecked twice and spent several years imprisoned in France before settling in
88 Anonymous to John Porteous, June 3, 1786, John Porteous Papers, Microfilm Roll 1, Public 
Archives of Canada (hereafter PAC).
89 For Nova Scotia, see: Beatrice Spence Ross, “Adaptation in Exile: Loyalist Women in Nova 
Scotia after the American Revolution,” Ph.D. diss., Cornell University, (1981), 146. For Great 
Britain, see: Norton, The British-Americans, 54-56. For Jamaica, see: Michael John Prokopow, 
‘“To the Torrid Zones’: The Fortunes and Misfortunes of American Loyalists in the Anglo- 
Caribbean Basin, 1774-1801,” Ph.D. diss., Harvard University (April 1996), 107-108.
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England.90 From London, Parker shipped trade goods to his brother-in-law, 
Alexander Diack who sold them to best advantage in Virginia. “The Trunk of 
Goods came safe to Land and notwithstanding the uncommon care that is 
apparent in the choice of these Goods I found it impossible to dispose of them 
here to any advantage... I therefore was obliged to send them up to Petersburg to 
Mr. Taylor’s Correspondent.” 91 Taylor, who carried on “by far the greatest 
Trade” in Norfolk, likewise relied upon “his brother Jack who is now in London 
[who] has thrown a great deal of business in his Way.”92 American expatriates 
abroad proved indispensable to family remaining in America.
Apart from family, Loyalists forged business connections with the help of 
references from within the Loyalist diaspora. Seeking to get involved in the trade 
between Nova Scotia and Jamaica, Taylor sought the advice of Collin McGregor, 
a Loyalist merchant in New York. “He requested me to fix on any friend of mine 
in Nova Scotia... I accordingly thought of Geo. McCree, as he is Able and 
industrious... I have wrote him of Mr. Taylor’s present apparent opulent situation,
g o
and that a correspondence wt. him may be very beneficial.” The postwar 
commercial environment made such references critical for business success. With 
future international relations uncertain, trading with trustworthy Loyalists like 
McGregor made the best business sense.
90 A.O. 12/54, fol. 247, UK National Archives.
91 Alexander Diack to James Parker, December 11, 1784, Parker Family Papers [Liverpool Public 
Library], M 77, reel 1, Colonial Williamsburg Research Department, John D. Rockefeller Library.
92 Patrick Parker to James Parker, 1784, Parker Family Papers, M 77, reel 1.
93 Collin McGregor to Charles Buchan, January 22, 1784, Collin McGregor, Letterbook, 1783- 
1789, NYPL.
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The Bayard family provides the most striking example of postwar trade 
success within the Loyalist diaspora. On the first of December 1786, Herman 
LeRoy and William Bayard, Jr. entered into “Articles of Agreement” to form a 
mercantile business company.94 Like most Loyalists remaining in America, the 
younger Bayard drew upon his family connections and wrote to his father in 
London, who replied with hearty congratulations. “I make no Doubt but by 
Degrees you will be able to make your house one of the first in that country.” 
Unlike James Parker, Col. Bayard recognized the great opportunity for trade in 
America, despite his personal reservations regarding the young republic: “you 
may rest Assur’d I could have no other objection to a Junction in Business 
between your H. L. & W. B. than of Confused and horrid Situation of that once 
happy Country.”95
The elder Bayard’s connections proved invaluable, and he rapidly fired off 
letters of recommendation to principle firms all over the Atlantic. His place in 
London gave him a certain degree of credibility, compared to the unruly 
democracy of America. Hampered by confiscation and interruptions in trade or 
debt collecting, many Loyalists were not immediately able to advance lines of 
credit. LeRoy and Bayard had to rely upon old money, but among the firms was 
“young Mr. Robinson” in Dominica, son of Colonel Beverly Robinson, who
94 Articles o f Copartnership Agreement, between Herman LeRoy and William Bayard, Jr., 
December 1,1786, Bayard Correspondence, Box 1, Folder 3, Manuscript and Archives Division, 
NYPL.
95 William Bayard Sr. to Messrs. Herman LeRoy and William Bayard, Jr., March 8, 1787. Misc. 
MSS., Bayard, William, Sr. Letters, NYHS.
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raised the Loyal American Regiment.96 Through his father’s influence, William 
Bayard, Jr.’s company quickly established connections with the most successful 
trading houses in the British empire.
Herman LeRoy kept Col. Bayard well informed of the American markets, 
and they exchanged business strategies. LeRoy and Bayard exhibited remarkable 
flexibility when it came to the nationality they would sail under. Their 
inconsistency reveals ambiguous loyalties. They admitted to keeping “a small 
vessel but under American collours,” but also sought “one or two English 
Bottoms of about 180 to 200 Tons each” considering that the “American Flag 
[was] excluded from entering the Mediterranian and the English W. India 
Islands.”97 For the firm’s first major venture, LeRoy and Bayard purchased liquor 
at Teneriffe. William Bayard’s cousin, James McEvers later joined the firm, 
which would soon become New York’s leading commercial enterprise for the 
next four decades.98
In 1790, William Bayard, Jr. considered moving his business to India to 
join his brother, Stephen who had settled there after the Loyalist exile. Together 
with their father, the three Bayards conspired to undermine British authorities in 
order to establish their business there, with or without official approval99 
Initially, the younger Bayard contemplated “going direct in an American Ship as
96 Messrs. Herman LeRoy and William Bayard Jr., to William Bayard, Sr., May 16, 1787, Bayard 
Correspondence, Box 1, Folder 3, NYPL.
97 Messrs. Herman LeRoy and William Bayard Jr., to William Bayard, Sr., May 3, 1787, Bayard 
Correspondence, Box 1, Folder 3, NYPL.
98 Anonymous, Bayard-Campbell-Pearsall Collection Inventory (New York: NYPL Manuscripts 
and Archives Division, 1981), 2.
99 William Bayard Sr. to William Bayard Jr., January 2 9 ,1790-February 1, 1790. Misc. MSS., 
Bayard, William, Sr. Letters, NYHS.
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an American subject,” but believed he would be turned away. His father 
suggested “being smugled out—that is by getting a Capt. to Enter them on the 
Ships List as a Seamen and when got there his friends got him on Shoar.” That 
option appearing risky, his father suggested that he could gain his passage on a 
British Navy vessel, by “Purchasing you an Ensigns Commission in one of the 
Regiments... by which means you go out by order of the Directors wch gives you 
an Establishment there and Immediately upon yr arrival you can sell the 
Commission for what it Cost... or even could nothing else be done with it you 
might resign.” Stephen wrote to suggest, “if the question has never been 
negotiated and he comes out in a foreign ship [Lord Cornwallis] will connive at 
his staying in the country.” He warned against seeking permission first, because 
Cornwallis would be forced to return him home if the request was denied. Col. 
Bayard remarked, “your brothers plan is a very striking one indeed.” The plan 
came to naught and the firm of Leroy, Bayard, and McEvers remained in New 
York; however, the willingness of the Bayards to subvert the British Directors of 
India is revealing. They had no qualms about claiming whichever citizenship best 
suited their purposes. Their loyalty was truly for business, above nation or 
empire.
Settling in the Canadian maritime provinces or the West Indian islands, a 
great deal of Loyalists ventured into new areas of commerce. A former Boston 
Loyalist then living in Westmoreland, New Brunswick, wrote to his brother, 
Martin Gay, regarding a “Schooner of 84 Tons.” Samuel Gay’s “first attempt of 
navigation” with “two thirds of the Vessel and Cargo” belonging to him,
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contained a cargo of “Grindstone, Potatoes, Board and 36 Horses,” as well as 
barrel staves bound for Barbados.100 Samuel told his brother, “I think I have a 
great prospect of doing something to advantage with this... and should her 
[voyage] prove prosperous it certainly will put me in such a way that I can for the 
future carry on Business to much better advantage than I have hitherto done.”101 
After years of Loyalist lobbying, the Loyalist Claims Commission compensated 
the American Loyalists for their wartimes losses, providing them with liquid 
assets that proved useful to trade, but also helped them settle in diverse parts of 
the world. Since filing a claim for £2,850 in lost property with the Loyalist 
Claims Commission, Martin Gay received £1,130 sterling from the British 
government. With fluid funds, Martin came to his brother’s aid with pleasure.102 
In New Brunswick, Samuel Gay sold whatever merchandise Martin shipped from 
London. Remitting money and exchanging goods for trade within the network of 
Loyalists, strengthened connections within the diaspora.
A great number of Loyalists settling in the Bahamas introduced the 
production of cotton to the islands. Cotton exports from Loyalist planters 
dramatically expanded between 1785 and 1788, despite problems with inflation 
due to American paper currency. By 1791, Nassau and Exuma were exporting 
5,163 bales of cotton, weighing 492 tons.103 Frances Levett, a Loyalist with lands 
in Georgia and East Florida, emigrated to Jamaica and then the Bahamas before 
he reclaimed his lands in Georgia. When he returned to the United States in 1789,
100 Samuel Gay to Martin Gay, December 5, 1789, Gay-Otis Collection, CU.
101 Samuel Gay to Martin Gay, December 5, 1789, Gay-Otis Collection, CU.
102 Palmer and Sabine, Biographical Sketches o f Loyalists, 309.
103 Gail Saunders, Bahamian Loyalists and Their Slaves (London: Macmillan, 1983) 37-38.
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he introduced the first Pernambuco cottonseed to America, which quickly became 
a staple crop throughout the American South.104 These Loyalist migrations made 
such international exchanges of trade goods possible. As another example, the 
annual yield of this “Sea Island Cotton” in America greatly increased due to an 
invention of John Eve, a Loyalist planter bom in South Carolina, thought to be a 
Pennsylvania Quaker before he moved to the Bahamas.
In 1793, John Eve invented a cotton gin that revolutionized cotton farming 
in the islands. The cotton gin eventually spread to the American south. This 
early functional cotton gin predated Ely Whitney’s invention by several years. A 
fellow Loyalist planter remarked, “Preparing our cotton for market was formerly 
considered a most tedious, troublesome and laborious part of the Agricultural 
process of this country. To you we are indebted for its having been pleasant, 
easy, and expeditious.”105 Of course, he neglected to mention how his slaves 
labored in the fields. A great number of African American slaves followed their 
masters to the Bahamas and became part of the plantation system there before soil 
depletion virtually destroyed the cotton industry by 1832. Such non-patented 
prototypes revolutionized the cotton industry in the Bahamas. With seeds and 
machinery previously unknown to America, the successful island trade in cotton 
provided a model for the American South to copy. Other southern Loyalist 
business firms found the Bahamas a convenient launching point for trade with 
native Indians of the North American interior. The firms of Panton, Leslie, &
104 Wilbur Henry Siebert, Loyalists in East Florida, 1774 to 1785: The Most Important Documents 
Pertaining Thereto, 2 vols. (Deland: Florida State Historical Society, 1929), 2:328.
105 Bahama Gazette, May 1, 1794, in Saunders, Bahamian Loyalists and Their Slaves, 39-40.
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Co., and Miller, Bonnamy, & Co., made the move from the American south, and 
set up a lucrative business selling Indian trade goods.106
Those merchants conducting trade between the West Indies and Nova 
Scotia had a competitive edge over American merchants who lacked the specie 
for foreign trade. The situation of paper currency in America was both a boon 
and a threat to Loyalist merchants. Those seeking to sell goods in the United 
States had to be wary. Collin McGregor remarked upon the inconvenience of 
remitting to Europe, or any other place outside New York: “when we sell any 
thing here the only return we get is paper, and it requires and behooves us, to 
devise ways to convert it into specie in the best and least expensive manner we 
can.”107 When conducting foreign trade, McGregor avoided drawing upon 
London creditors for purchases, to avoid the risks associated with debts that could 
not be paid with paper currency. With no other options available, Loyalists 
residing in America could still rely upon Loyalist friends and relations to realize 
favorable terms. McGregor empowered his agent in London to draw upon Neil 
Jamieson, a Norfolk Loyalist, when making London purchases.”108 Being able to 
draw upon his father in London, William Bayard, Jr. had a more fortunate 
situation than most merchants. For his loyalty during the war, the British 
government awarded Col. Bayard £18,457 sterling—a substantial sum.109 His 
son, William would have no shortage of credit.
106 Saunders, Bahamian Loyalists and Their Slaves, 37.
107 Collin McGregor to Anonymous, March 6, 1787, Collin McGregor, Letterbook, 1783-1789, 
NYPL.
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In time, the firm of LeRoy, Bayard & McEvers earned a worldwide 
reputation for opulence and good credit, made possible initially through their 
Loyalist connections. One nineteenth-century source credited Bayard’s firm with 
extending “large loans to the young republic” from the credit of foreign houses 
“in the hour of this nation's greatest need, after the revolutionary struggle, and 
before yet a settled federal government.”110 The fledgling company, LeRoy, 
Bayard & McEvers gained the trust of these firms only through the introduction 
and direct intercession of Col. Bayard. Hampered by paper currency during the 
1790s, American and Loyalist merchants drew upon the credit of William 
Bayard’s firm when trade expanded to the East Indies. Bayard’s firm, in turn, 
wrote up bills of exchange drawn on England as a “remittance to the East Indies 
instead of coin, for the purchase of India goods.”111 When investments turned 
sour for Samuel Bayard, then living in Annapolis Royal, Nova Scotia in 1805, he 
drew upon the credit of his brother in New York: “I beg you will have the 
goodness to pay attention to the few drafts I have made on you, which with the 
one for 40 Dollars... will be the last that will occur in all probability during my
1 1 -n
abode in this vale of tears.” Rather than being part of an insignificant 
sideshow, Loyalist merchants helped finance the future of American commerce.
110 Charles King, “History o f the New York Chamber of Commerce, with Notices of Some o f its 
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SOCIAL IDENTITY: “this scrawl will make you a partaker o f our sufferings”
“Severe are the struggles I must now 
have... I wish to retire entirely to 
my own family and endeavor to 
remain unmolested.”113
—Sarah Winslow,
April 10, 1783.
Since the late nineteenth century, Anglophile Canadians celebrated their 
heritage as descendants of the American Loyalists, embracing their past as true 
Britons and distancing themselves from rebellious Americans. Loyalist studies 
flourished after the bicentennial and as a new picture emerged, scholars 
challenged the traditional notion of British unity among exiled Loyalists in the 
diaspora. It remains difficult to determine whether loyalty or disloyalty 
characterized the American Loyalists, as one can find anecdotal accounts from 
either perspective in abundance. One scholar directly questioned the status quo, 
arguing that the Loyalist tradition was an outright anachronistic invention: “A 
renewed interest in the Loyalist past emerged in at mid-[nineteenth] century. 
Economic growth, expansionist ambitions, and sectional tensions combined to 
produce a growing national sentiment and a desire for a celebratory history of 
origins that would sanction future aspirations.”114
The original inhabitants of Nova Scotia and the West Indies resented the 
intrusion of Loyalist emigrants. Tensions mounted, revealing anything but unity 
in the far-flung British provinces. Upon arriving in Nova Scotia, Loyalist John
113 Sarah Winslow to Benjamin Marston, April 10, 1783, in Raymond, ed., Winslow Papers, 79.
114 Norman James Knowles, “Inventing the Loyalists: The Ontario Loyalist tradition and the 
creation of a usable past, 1784-1924,” Ph.D. diss. (York University, Ontario, 1992), v. See also: 
Murray Barkley, “The Loyalist Tradition in New Brunswick: The Growth and Evaluation o f an 
Historical Myth, 1825-1914,” Acadiensis 4 (1974-75).
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Peters bemoaned his life in an “American Siberia, full of republicans and 
sinners.”115 Dissension and protest characterized Loyalist settlement. Even 
before the 1783 treaty, many Loyalists preferred to return to the United States, 
seeking business opportunities and claiming neutrality.116 Others renounced 
British citizenship, whatever their sympathies, for the sake of business 
opportunity. One muster of Loyalists returning to America between 1776 and 
1794 counted 134 out of 233 Loyalists who remained in America as permanent 
citizens—nearly 60 percent.117 The border between the United States and Canada 
persisted in an ambiguous state, as the nationality of individual landowners within 
miles of each other remained open to interpretation, dispute, or whim.118
Private interest influenced how Loyalists labeled themselves and their 
national identity. Every state in America battled with the issue to accept the 
provisions of the Treaty of Paris, and Loyalists throughout the diaspora held their 
breath. From Virginia, Alexander Diack wrote to his brother-in-law in London 
that “our Assembly are now about passing an Act for paying British Debts by 
Annual Installments, so as to discharge the whole in seven years; it is thought it 
will take place...5,119 Confident of collecting old debts, Loyalists returned to 
conduct business in every state of the Union. Encouraged by the precedent of 
Rutgers vs. Waddington, many filed suit in court, whereas others merely lobbied
115 John Peters to Samuel Peters, Halifax, Nova Scotia, 10 May 1782, Protestant Episcopal 
Church, Hawks and General Convocation Manuscripts, Samuel Peters Papers, vol. 1, Church 
Historical Society, Austin, Texas.
116 David Edward Maas, “The Return of the Massachusetts Loyalists,” Ph.D. diss. (University of 
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the legislature for direct property redress. In Massachusetts, Martin Gay
anxiously simmered over old debts owed to him. Although he considered himself
“a poor subject under the British Government,”120 he did not mind calling himself
a British subject in order to claim protection under the treaty and regain his debts:
Many persons who are indebt to the Torys, take the advantage 
by declining coming to a settlement for money due on Interest 
or otherwise, however, I am determin’d to stay, in opposition 
to my Enemies, and if possible will recover the property I 
have just right to demand, which is now out of the power of 
the publick to take from me without a violation of the treaty, 
on which ground I stand and plead the protection and privilege 
of a British Subject the Consequences of which a little time 
will probably discover.121
Ironically, other Loyalists found the label detrimental to their interests.
Exasperated by his inability to hold property in America except through his agent
and then-business partner, Archibald Kennedy complained: “My Estate was not
forfeited either before or after the Treaty. I came away with there [Leave] and if I
had been Demanded should have returned, how it is posable for them to consider
me as a foreigner I cant consider. I was Bom and Bread in America.” As a
former officer in the British Army, Kennedy received half pay, but proclaimed,
“if  a war I should beg to be Excused Acting against America as my Children and
Property must be there.”122
Many Loyalists left their families behind during their exile and returned to
the United States to retrieve them, citing Article Five of the Treaty of Paris, which
gave them “free liberty to go to any part or parts of any of the thirteen United
120 Martin Gay to William Allen, November 5, 1784, Gay-Otis Collection, CU.
121 Martin Gay to William Allen, November 17, 1784, Gay-Otis Collection, CU.
122 Archibald Kennedy to Robert Watts, November 2, 1785, Robert Watt Papers, NYHS.
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States and therein to remain twelve months unmolested in their endeavors to 
obtain the restitution of such of their estates, rights, and properties as may have 
been confiscated.”123 A staunch loyal American, Colonel Jacob Ellegood raised a 
Virginia regiment in December 1775 to support Lord Dunmore. He spent five 
years in prison before receiving parole and traveling to England to file a claim for 
losses. The British compensated him for £3,759, and he returned to Virginia in 
1788 with the intention of moving his family to New Brunswick.124
Ellegood suffered imprisonment at the hands of his enemies. He wrote his 
friend, James Parker, gleefully announcing, “the die is at last cast and I am 
become really a Nbrunswicker.”125 After settling his property in Canada, he 
retrieved his family from Norfolk, happy to be free of the United States: “Five 
years and four month cmel Captivity in my native country could not alter my 
opinion when I leave my native country when I have plenty to live comfortably on 
to settle in these cold regions.”126 During the war, patriot state and local militia 
forced many merchants sympathetic to the British cause to sign loyalty oaths to 
Congress. Ellegood’s imprisonment sheltered him from signing false oaths and 
other such betrayals of principles. Subjected to terrible ordeals and loyal from the 
commencement of the war, Ellegood’s staunch nationalism is not surprising.
Many of his peers, however, became less concerned with questions of citizenship 
once hostilities had ended. The diversity in opinion makes blanket statements of
123 Article 5, Treaty o f Paris, 1783, National Archives.
124 A.O. 12/54, fol. 39; A.O. 12/109, fol. 134, UK National Archives.
125 Jacob Ellegood to Janies Parker, June 17, 1791, Parker Family Papers, M 77, reel 1.
126 Jacob Ellegood to James Parker, June 17, 1791, Parker Family Papers, M 77, reel 1.
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loyalty impossible. Business loyalties certainly provide a counterpoint to 
arguments of Loyalist unity within the British empire.
Transatlantic trade connections depended upon trust. For this very reason, 
merchant families commonly intermarried during the eighteenth century, 
solidifying social and economic bonds.127 The exiled Loyalists had the benefit of 
preexisting familial connections or, at the very least, could place trust in each 
other after the mutual experience of surviving a war. In Nova Scotia, Loyalist 
families intermarried with each other, rather than with the local community in 
place. One would imagine that marriage would help families adapt and make new 
connections, but they preferred old connections. Here, we see the reason behind 
Mary and Catherine Byles’s persistent loyalty. They carried on constant 
communication with their relations in Nova Scotia. In 1779, Mather Byles, Jr., 
brother of the Boston Byles sisters, wrote that weddings amongst Loyalist
198families were “all the rage in Annapolis Royal.” His sister, niece to Catherine 
and Mary Byles, described the scene: “the variety of weddings we have had for 
this past twelve month have furnished large subjects for conversation.” She 
continued, “with such Violence has the rage for matrimony prevailed there is 
scarce a young lady who has not felt the infection in some degree.”129 Parents 
deliberately encouraged daughters “to marry the sons of old connections in
127 Linda L. Sturtz, ‘“Madam & Co.’: Gender, Family, and Trade Enterprises,” in Within Her 
Power: Propertied Women in Colonial Virginia (New York: Routledge, 2002), 141-176.
128 Mather Byles to Catherine and Mary Byles, November 1779, Byles Family Papers, Mass. Hist. 
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America, as if to create bonds of peace between refugees and their homeland.”130 
Bonds of marriage solidified both family connections and trust. Perhaps they had 
a short supply of trust, following the divisions of the American rebellion.
Trade depended upon the trust and consent of both parties, especially 
when dealing with international trade where business associates may go years 
without seeing each other. Virginian merchant, James Parker settled in England 
following many years of imprisonment after French privateers captured his vessel 
during the war. Writing from Norfolk, Virginia, his son, Patrick, called upon 
help: “Should my Father have it his Power to [throw] any business in my way I 
am in hopes he will.”131 Parker, angry at his son’s defiance in returning to 
America, stubbornly left him with little support, dooming him to failure. Years of 
confinement in a French prison hardened Parker’s faith in the British empire and 
hatred for America, and consequently, Patrick had to fend for himself. By 
contrast, Patrick’s brother, Charles, received his father’s blessing and therefore 
found success in trade.
Through the aid of James Campbell, a friend and fellow Loyalist, James 
Parker found his son, Charles, a post in Grenada where he prospered.132 Historian 
Keith Mason attributes the success of Charles over his brother, Patrick, as 
evidence of the great opportunity provided to Loyalists within the British empire, 
but a father’s wrath more likely explains the cause. “You have abandoned me,” 
Parker proclaimed, “become an Alien and made choice of a society whose
130 Ross, “Adaptation in Exile,” Ph.D. diss., Cornell University, (1981), 166.
131 Patrick Parker to James Parker, June 29, 1786, Parker Family Papers, M 77, reel 1.
132 Keith Mason, “The American Loyalist Diaspora and the Reconfiguration o f the British Atlantic 
World,” 239-259, esp. 250-251.
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principles every honest man abhors.”133 Contrasted against Col. Bayard and his
son’s business success, Parker’s failure to help Patrick only highlights his
personal shortcomings as a father. Because he could not overcome his antipathy
for America, Parker ignored his son’s pleas for patronage. Parker had comparable
wealth and connections to Bayard, so Patrick may have missed a potentially
lucrative business opportunity. This example highlights how some Loyalists
favored their connections to the British empire over their family connections
within the greater diaspora.
Conversely, New York merchant, Collin McGregor, observed how many
merchants sacrificed their British citizenship for the sake of trade. The Assembly
of Maryland passed a additional 2% duty on British shipping, above the 1% duty
already in place.134 As a result, “a Number of Gentlemen of Baltimore, some of
them of your acquaintance, have been naturalized, renounced their King and
Country, and... have forfeited their Alliegiance to their Country for the saving of
1the Cursed two PCent now laid on.” McGregor himself resided in New York, 
yet continued trading under the presumed identity apart from his neighboring 
Americans. Jacob Ellegood also looked on with surprise at those former 
Loyalists, recently become United States citizens. He expressing with irony, “of 
Tenacity, look at a number of your Countrymen [British Americans], that during 
the late Rebellion would not speak to a Rebel are now bowing and [beginning] to
133 James Parker to Patrick Parker, October 20, 1787, Parker Family Papers, M 77, reel 1.
134 Annapolis, Maryland was home to the first firms to break from British middlemen, and 
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be Citizens of what they called a Rebel country.”136 Ellegood ultimately moved 
to England, yet many merchants like Collin McGregor remained in America and 
continued to trade despite their personal sympathies with Britain. Apparently, 
business interests and self-identity trumped actual citizenship. Most Loyalists 
united in their attachment to their native land, despite disagreeing with its social 
and political institutions.
Staunch royalists like James Parker and soft Loyalists like the William Bayard 
family highlight the uneven nature of a Loyalist trade diaspora. Not all Loyalists 
identified with a stateless social group of American Loyalists crossing boundaries 
of nation or empire. James Parker’s disappointment in his son illustrates how 
some Loyalists ardently believed in the British empire with pride. John Winslow, 
who championed New Brunswick as the future envy of America, likewise 
identified as a British nationalist, rather than part of a transnational social group. 
Based on qualitative information, some basic patterns persist. Previously 
unsettled regions like Upper Canada received a greater influx of Loyalists 
compared to its original population, so members of the refugee communities 
could easily identify with each other, without feelings of isolation or prejudice 
from local inhabitants. Likewise, few African American Loyalists from the 
colony in Sierra Leone had the means or the familial connections left in America 
to participate in a trade diaspora. In other areas of previous settlement, like Nova 
Scotia, England, or the Bahamas, Loyalists endured greater hardships and pined
136 Jacob Ellegood to James Parker, June 17, 1791, Parker Family Papers, M 77, reel 1.
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for their native homeland to a greater degree. Consequently, the contours of a 
postwar Loyalist diaspora appear somewhat uneven, but not insignificant.
Like other Loyalists who maintained a strong connection with America, 
Col. Bayard proclaimed: “no man alive loves nor wishes better, to his Darling
117Native Country than I do.” These familial and social connections, hardened 
through bonds of hardship, encouraged lasting trade connections between 
Loyalists. The White family of Shelburne, Nova Scotia, sent their children to 
America rather than Britain for study. They sent the oldest son to Boston to train 
as a merchant, their son Nathaniel to study at Harvard, and another son Cornelius 
went to sea. The family sent all nine of their children outside Shelburne to build 
their careers or find potential spouses.138 Upon settling in Nova Scotia in 1783, 
Mather Byles, Jr. perused his family’s possessions and concluded “scarce 
anything remains but [their] general Principles of Conduct” and affection for 
loved ones in America.139 Sally Byles, the second niece of Catherine and Mary 
Byles, wrote her aunts, “A Vessel sailing for Boston and I at my Desk are become 
I think almost synonymous terms.”140 In her dissertation, “Adaptation in Exile,” 
Beatrice Spence Ross describes two female smugglers who “fled to Halifax with 
the Loyalists in 1776,” because of their defiance of Congressional 
nonconsumption acts. These smugglers, the Cuming sisters, cared little for 
borders, except for the illegal act of crossing them.
137 William Bayard, [Sr.] to John Jay, June 29, 1794, John Jay papers, Box 4, Folder 31, CU.
138 Joanna White Davis to Cornelius White, quoted in Ross, “Adaptation in Exile,” 248.
139 Mather Byles, Jr. to Catherine and Mary Byles, December 6, 1783, Winslow Papers, quoted in 
Ross, “Adaptation in Exile,” 199-200.
140 Sally Byles to Catherine and Mary Byles, October 22, 1784, Winslow Papers, quoted in Ross, 
“Adaptation in Exile,” 111.
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Former Bostonian shopkeepers, the Cuming sisters “risked everything to 
get the mail through” to “dearest connections” in America, despite having lost 
everything to the rebels during their exile. Declared “Enimys” of the United 
States, these two smugglers continued business with American Loyalists, friends, 
and family, in defiance of the Navigation Acts and state law.141 In New 
Brunswick, smugglers would meet ships from New England in the many islands 
dotting the Bay of Fundy. “The proximity of these islands to each other, 
combined with their hazy sovereignty, made it remarkably easy for American and 
British traders to exchange their goods in the middle of the Bay and thus evade 
the spirit if not the letter of the Navigation Acts.”142 George Leonard, 
superintendent of Trade and Fisheries for the Maritime region could not bring the 
government down on this illicit trade, much to his consternation. Carried on for 
years, such trade connections highlight the success of the Loyalist trade diaspora 
in the decades immediately following the Treaty of Paris.
CONCLUSION
Loyalist merchants throughout the trade diaspora looked upon the 1787 
Constitutional Convention with high hopes. William Bayard, Jr. and Herman 
LeRoy believed it would work to the advantage of their business. They wrote 
Col. Bayard in England to inform him of the news: “There’s a Convention to be 
held this month... to invest Congress with more powers, from which we have
141 Ross, “Adaptation in Exile,” 111-112. See also: Nina Moore Tiffany, ed., James Murray, 
Loyalist (Boston, 1901), 123; and Mary Beth Norton and Carol Ruth Berkin, eds., Women o f  
America (Boston, 1979), 55.
142 Condon, The Loyalist Dream fo r  New Brunswick, 214-15.
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great expectations, as that body will then have in their powers to regulate matters 
in such a way as to make it advantageous to the Country at large and individuals 
in particular.”143 Having lobbied for federal protection under the 1783 treaty, 
Loyalist merchants found equal potential for protection under the Constitution: 
“All persons seem to agree that if the new Constitution is adopted, it will give a 
spring to the securities .. .it is to be hoped the great body of the people will 
overcome those Antifederal characters, and fix the Government as the Convention 
has pointed out.”144 Jonathan Mallet found great irony in this unforeseen turn in 
events:
I find you begin to enjoy a little the Blessings of 
Independence— Strange that the ungrateful Multitude 
should turn upon the illustrious Patriots, who led them 
to seek such Happiness! Surely they cannot begin to 
respect, they were sway’d by private Interest, more 
than public Virtuel Adieu—proceed in propagating 
the Species, your Country may stand in Need of them, 
to supply the Devastation she is threaten’d with.145
The federalist movement became inextricably linked to the interests of 
Loyalist merchants remaining in America. John Jay, a prominent federalist, 
became close friends with the elder Bayard and corresponded with him regularly 
while lobbying for his trade treaty in 1793. Soon after, Bayard wrote him, 
expressing his wish for both friendship and trade: “I wish from my soul to Speak 
in the Language of the natives of our Own Country, to Bury the Hatchet, to Shake
143 Messrs. Herman LeRoy and William Bayard Jr., to William Bayard, Sr., May 3, 1787, Bayard 
Correspondence, Box 1, Folder 3, NYPL.
144 Collin McGregor to Anonymous, October 10, 1787, Collin McGregor, Letterbook, 1783-1789, 
NYPL.
145 J[onathan] Mallet to Robert Watts, April 20, 1787, Robert Watts Papers, NYHS.
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hands and be friends.”146 Likewise, Alexander Hamilton long remained an 
advocate for Loyalist merchant rights, recognizing their importance to the 
developing economy. He became close friends with William Bayard, Jr. and 
when wounded in the fateful duel with Aaron Burr on July 11,1804, Hamilton 
was taken to the Greenwich Village house owned by the younger Bayard, where 
he died.
A difficult group to read, American Loyalists included Tories, yet also a 
large number of tme Whigs. If nothing else, the majority of Loyalists loved their 
native land—become the United States—yet they disagreed with its citizens. 
Being neither wholly British nor wholly American, a great number of Loyalists 
staunchly lobbied for their business rights, whether in Nova Scotia, Virginia, the 
Bahamas, or in England. Though not inclusive of all Loyalists, the postwar 
Loyalist trade diaspora helps illuminate the struggle for financial welfare. In 
Nassau, Bahamas, a great number of Loyalists “Composed of the officers, 
merchants and People under a certain description” hoped “to return to the 
American continent” after they established a real peace.147 Rebecca Byles, niece 
of Catherine and Mary Byles, described her time in Nova Scotia as “8 tedious 
years banished from [her] loved ones.”148 Through those eight years in exile, the 
Byles family sustained their identity as Loyalists through constant communication 
with loved ones, who endured hardship for their loyalty. Trade connections
146 William Bayard, [Sr.] to John Jay, June 29, 1794, John Jay Papers, Box 4, Folder 31, CU.
147 John Maxwell to Lord Sydney, May 12, 1784, New Providence, C.O. 23/26, fols. 103-104, UK 
National Archives.
148 Rebecca Byles to Catherine and Mary Byles, 1784, Byles Family Papers, MHS.
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elsewhere sustained partnerships between Loyalists throughout the diaspora, 
sometimes lasting decades.
It’s worth noting that divisions in loyalty between Canada and the United 
States continued through the War of 1812, as both countries remained inextricably 
linked by family and trading partners. Loyalty oaths became meaningless. A 
pluralistic and fragmented colony before the war, Upper Canada remained so 
afterwards as well.149 In her article, “Friends and Foes,” Jane Errington argues 
that the elite of Kingston, Ontario treated the War of 1812 with ambivalence. 
Social and economic ties identified them with America, despite soft allegiance to 
Britain. Errington argues that the American Federalist party largely influenced 
Kingston elite sympathies.150 Revealingly, William Bayard, Jr. received a letter 
of marque by the American government, signed by President James Madison in 
1813.151 Intertwined with British mercantile interests, Bayard’s entire business 
relied upon the British trade. Yet, in a time of war, he had no compunction with 
privateering against his father’s country of residence. If the actions of former 
American Loyalists seem contradictory, it is perhaps due to a rigid distinction 
between British and American citizenship. Writing in 1788, one Loyalist 
expressed his opinion that many citizens in the United States sided with the 
British interest during the rebellion, “from prejudices early imbibed and others 
from a thorough investigation of the nature of the government.” Importantly, he
149 See: George Sheppard, Plunder, Profit, and Paroles : A Social History o f  the War o f  1812 in 
Upper Canada (Montreal: McGill-Queen's University Press, 1994).
150 Jane Errington, “Friends and Foes: The Kingston Elite and the War of 1812: A Case Study in 
Ambivalence,” Journal o f  Canadian Studies 20 (Spring 1985), 58-79.
151 Letter o f marque or privateering commission for schooner owned by William Bayard, Jr., 
January 30, 1813, Private Collection.
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believed they retained those sentiments, even after ratification of the U.S. 
Constitution.152 When Bayard’s Huguenot ancestor, Balthazar Bayard first 
stepped upon the American shore, he was a stranger in an alien world. One can 
only imagine the transformation Loyalists experienced as revolution swept over 
their world, leaving the future in doubt.
152 Hugh Finlay to Evan Nepean, April 4, 1788, in Innis and Lower, eds., Select Documents in 
Canadian Economic History, 2:13-14.
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